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0

DELIVERY AVAILABLE ON ALL LOTS PLEASE CONTACT NCM FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

1

Process Blast Chiller KPS 60 CH The KPS cabinets have been designed to meet all the legal chilling time requirements of any cook-chill
operation. Right hand hinged door with positive handle and lock. Refrigerant: R404a Roll-in, one-section, 60 kg chilling capacity, 1 x
trolley included, elect ...[more]

2

Process Blast Chiller KPS 60 CH The KPS cabinets have been designed to meet all the legal chilling time requirements of any cook-chill
operation. Right hand hinged door with positive handle and lock. Refrigerant: R404a Roll-in, one-section, 60 kg chilling capacity, 1 x
trolley included, el ...[more]

3

Process Blast Chiller KPS 60 CH The KPS cabinets have been designed to meet all the legal chilling time requirements of any cook-chill
operation. Right hand hinged door with positive handle and lock. Refrigerant: R404a Roll-in, one-section, 60 kg chilling capacity, 1 x
trolley included, elect ...[more]

4

Process Blast Chiller/Freezer KPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.8kg One-section, ...[more]

5

Process Blast Chiller/Freezer KPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.8kg One-section, ...[more]

6

Process Blast Chiller/Freezer KPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.8kg One-section, ...[more]

7

Process Blast Chiller/Freezer KPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.4kg One-section, ...[more]

8

Process Blast Chiller/Freezer KPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.4kg One-section, ...[more]

9

Process Blast Chiller/FreezerKPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.4kg One-section, 2 ...[more]

10

Process Blast Chiller/FreezerKPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.4kg One-section, 2 ...[more]

11

Process Blast Chiller/Freezer KPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.4kg One-section, ...[more]

12

Process Blast Chiller/Freezer KPS 21 SH KPS 21 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
food safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
R404a/1.4kg One-section, ...[more]

13

IM Series Ice Maker with Bin IM-130NE-HC This machine is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with hygiene as a priority. Each
ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily recognized by its precise shape, clarity
and slow dilution. ...[more]

14

IM Series Ice Maker with Bin IM-130NE-HC Equipped with lift up stainless lid, handle and lock, defrost water drain complete with 3 wire
baskets. 607 litre, stainless steel lift-up lid with handle & lock, -22° to -11° C temperature range, defrost water drain, (3) wire baskets,
hammered alu ...[more]

15

Low Energy Chest Freezer CF 31S XLE UK Equipped with lift up stainless led, handle and lock, defrost water drain complete with 3 wire
baskets. 300 litre, stainless steel lift-up lid with handle & lock, -22° to -14° C temperature range, defrost water drain, (3) wire baskets,
hammered alumi ...[more]

16

Low Energy Chest Freezer CF 31S XLE UK Equipped with lift up stainless led, handle and lock, defrost water drain complete with 3 wire
baskets. 300 litre, stainless steel lift-up lid with handle & lock, -22° to -14° C temperature range, defrost water drain, (3) wire baskets,
hammered alumini ...[more]

17

Superior Plus Upright Freezer F72 RAG C1 Combining stylish design with high functionality and outstanding low energy consumption.
One-section, 610 litre, 2/1 GN deep, LED lighting, electronic controller, -25° to -5° C temperature range, right hand hinged reversible self
closing door, pedal ...[more]

19

Nugget Ice Maker, Modular FM-600AKE-N-SB This modular ice maker produces nugget ice, which is often used to prepare cocktails
and drinks because of the quickness of cooling and limited dilution of drinks. Utilizing the most efficient ice making process due to the
unique auger system, the water c ...[more]

20

Cuber, Modular & Stackable IM-240DNE This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with hygiene
as a priority. Refrigerant: R404a Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily
recognized by its prec ...[more]

21

Blast Chiller/ Freezer KPS 42 SH KPS 42 SH is a blast chiller/freezer featuring innovative technological solutions offering high food
safety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling and freezing cycles.
Refrigerant: R404a/1.8kg Reach-i ...[more]

22

Blast Chiller KPS 60 CH The KPS cabinets have been designed to meet all the legal chilling time requirements of any cook-chill
operation. Equipped with right hand hinged door with positive handle and lock. Refrigerant: R404a/2 x 1.2 kg Roll-in, one-section, 60 kg
chilling capacity, (1) trolle ...[more]

23

Blast Chiller KPS 60 CH The KPS cabinets have been designed to meet all the legal chilling time requirements of any cook-chill
operation. Equipped with right hand hinged door with positive handle and lock. Refrigerant: R404a/2 x 1.2 kg Process Blast Chiller, rollin, one-section, 60 kg chilli ...[more]

24

Crescent Ice Maker, Self Contained KM-115B This Hoshizaki KM Edge is a self contained ice maker producing up to 112 kg of clear,
hard crescent ice per 24 hours and comes with a built-in storage bin, suitable for all operational requirements and kitchen
measurements. Refrigerant: R404a 4 5 ...[more]

25

Cuber, Self Contained IM-100NE-23 This self-contained cube ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with hygiene as a
priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily recognized by its precise
shape, clarity an ...[more]

26

Crescent Ice Maker, Self Contained KM-115B Self contained ice maker producing up to 112 kg of clear, hard crescent ice per 24 hours
and comes with a built-in storage bin, suitable for all operational requirements and kitchen measurements.Refrigerant: R404a 45kg bin
capacity, stainless steel ...[more]

27

Cuber, Modular Ice Maker IM-240ANE This modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with hygiene as a priority.
This model is configured with our storage bins. Refrigerant: R404a Each ice cycle is made with fresh water ensuring the highest quality
of ice. The cubes are eas ...[more]

28

Flaker, Modular Ice Maker FM-600AKE-SB This modular ice maker produces flake ice, which is often used for produce display of fish,
fresh food and bottled beverages. In the medical field, flake ice is also used for organ transportation. Flake ice, modular, 600kg
production/24hrs, stainless ste ...[more]

29

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XSNE This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed
with hygiene as a priority. Refrigerant: R404a Modular option, large cube ice, can be stacked with IM-240DWNE as follows:- 1xIM240DWNE+1xIM-240XWNE=480kg/24hrs o ...[more]

30

Gastro 2 Door Refrigerator K1407CSHA5DL/DRC2U The Gastro 07 series is 1/1 GN refrigerated and freezer counters that can be used
as an island suite, or be placed against a wall or, if necessary, under an existing worktop. Equipped with stainless steel solid top, 2 door
sections each with 2 sta ...[more]

31

Ball Ice Maker, Self Contained IM-65WNE-Q This ice maker produces ball shaped ice, tailored for the mixologists and cocktail bars that
like to differentiate themselves and add to the full cocktail experience with the uniqueness of ice shapes without eliminating the purpose
of properly cooling th ...[more]

32

Snowflake Counter K2005RGADL/DL/DR/DRC The range of Snowflake counters comprises of 1/1 gastronorm counters, available as a
refrigerator with an extended temperature range. Our counters are carefully designed to ensure the optimal circulation of air at all times.
Refrigerated air is circul ...[more]

33

Snowflake Counter SCR-130CGRS-22-C1 The Snowflake GII series is brought to you by Japanese and Danish engineering excellence,
dedicated to simplifying the day-to-day work routines of kitchen staffs all around the world. Both interior and exterior are built of anticorrosion stainless steel AI ...[more]

34

Baker K 610 RG C 10A Equipped with right hand hinged reversible door with lock, 10 sets of adjustable trayslides. Height:
2000mmVolume, gross: 583 ltr.Interior/Exterior: Stainless/ABS lining in grey Model/Serial No: 10277338 Location: Milton Keynes
Viewing: By appointm ...[more]

35

IM Series Ice Maker with Bin IM-100WNE This self-contained cube ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with hygiene
as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily recognised by its
precise shape, clarity and ...[more]

36

Snowflake Refrigerator SCR-130CHRC-22-C1 Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered to perform in
demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters offer quality
cooling for your fresh produc ...[more]

37

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XNE-21 This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed
with hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily
recognized by its precise shape ...[more]

38

Snowflake Counter SCR-130CHRS-LR-C1 WI Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered to perform in
demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters offer quality
cooling for your fresh produce. ...[more]

39

Snowflake Refrigerated Counter SCR-225CHRC-2222-C1 Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered
to perform in demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters
offer quality cooling for your f ...[more]

40

Snowflake Refrigerated Counter SCR-225CHRC-2222-C1 Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered
to perform in demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters
offer quality cooling for your f ...[more]

41

Snowflake Refrigerated Counter SCR-225CHRC-2222-C1 Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered
to perform in demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters
offer quality cooling for your f ...[more]

42

Snowflake Refrigerated Counter SCR-225CHRC-2222-C1 Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered
to perform in demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters
offer quality cooling for your f ...[more]

43

Chest FreezerCF 31 SXLE UK Equipped with lift up stainless lid, handle and lock, defrost water drain, 3 wire baskets 300 litre, -22° to 14° C temperature range, defrost water drain, , hammered aluminium interior, white exterior, R600 refrigerant, 220v/50/1-ph, 360 watts
Model/Serial No: ...[more]

44

Chest Freezer CF 31 SXLE UK Equipped with lift up stainless lid, handle and lock, defrost water drain, 3 wire baskets 300 litre, -22° to 14° C temperature range, defrost water drain, , hammered aluminium interior, white exterior, R600 refrigerant, 220v/50/1-ph, 360 watts
Model/Serial No ...[more]

45

Chest Freezer CF 31 SXLE UK Equipped with lift up stainless lid, handle and lock, defrost water drain, 3 wire baskets 300 litre, -22° to 14° C temperature range, defrost water drain, , hammered aluminium interior, white exterior, R600 refrigerant, 220v/50/1-ph, 360 watts
Model/Serial No ...[more]

46

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XNE-23 This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed
with hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily
recognized by its precise shape ...[more]

47

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XNE-32 This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed
with hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily
recognised by its precise shape ...[more]

48

Snowflake Refrigerator SCR-225BHRC-LLRR-C Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered to perform
in demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters offer quality
cooling for your fresh prod ...[more]

49

Snowflake Refrigerator SCR-130BHRC-LR-C Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered to perform in
demanding environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters offer quality
cooling for your fresh produce ...[more]

50

Process Blast Chiller KPS 42 CH KPS 42 CH is a blast chiller featuring innovative technological solutions offering high foodsafety and
performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling cycles.Refrigerant: R404a/1.4kg Reach-in,
one-section, 45 kg ...[more]

51

Process Blast Chiller KPS 42 CH KPS 42 CH is a blast chiller featuring innovative technological solutions offering high foodsafety and
performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling cycles.Refrigerant: R404a/1.8kg Reach-in,
one-section, 45 kg ...[more]

52

Process Blast Chiller KPS 42 CH KPS 42 CH is a blast chiller featuring innovative technological solutions offering high foodsafety and
performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling cycles. Refrigerant: R404a/1.8kg Reachin, one-section, 45 kg ...[more]

53

Process Blast Chiller KPS 42 CH (230V) KPS 42 CH is a blast chiller featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
foodsafety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling cycles. Refrigerant:
R404a/1.4kg Reach-in, one-section, ...[more]

54

Process Blast Chiller KPS 42 CH (230V) KPS 42 CH is a blast chiller featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
foodsafety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling cycles. Refrigerant:
R404a/2kg Reach-in, one-section, 4 ...[more]

55

Process Blast Chiller KPS 42 CH (230V) KPS 42 CH is a blast chiller featuring innovative technological solutions offering high
foodsafety and performance. And with the new intuitive controller it has never been easier to manage chilling cycles. Refrigerant:
R404a/1.8kg Reach-in, one-section, ...[more]

57

Crescent Ice Maker, Self Contained KM-140B This Hoshizaki KM Edge is a self contained ice maker producing up to 138 kg of clear,
hard crescent ice per 24 hours and comes with a built-in storage bin, suitablefor all operational requirements and kitchen
measurements.Refrigerant: R404a KM Se ...[more]

58

Crescent Ice Maker, Self Contained KM-140B This Hoshizaki KM Edge is a self contained ice maker producing up to 138 kg of clear,
hard crescent ice per 24 hours and comes with a built-in storage bin, suitablefor all operational requirements and kitchen
measurements.Refrigerant: R404a KM Se ...[more]

59

Crescent Ice Maker, Self Contained KM-140B This Hoshizaki KM Edge is a self contained ice maker producing up to 138 kg of clear,
hard crescent ice per 24 hours and comes with a built-in storage bin, suitablefor all operational requirements and kitchen
measurements.Refrigerant: R404a KM Se ...[more]

60

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XNE This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice.Refrigerant: R404a The cubes are
easily recognised b ...[more]

61

Cuber, Modular & Stackable IM-240DNE-32 This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily recognised
by its precise shape, clarity ...[more]

63

Cuber, Modular & Stackable IM-240DNE This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with hygiene
as a priority. Refrigerant: R404a Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice. The cubes are easily
recognised by its precis ...[more]

64

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XSNE This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed
with hygiene as a priority. Refrigerant: R404a IM Series Ice Maker, modular option, large cube ice, can be stacked with: IM-240DWNE
as follows: - 1 x IM-240DWNE + ...[more]

65

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XNE This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice.Refrigerant: R404a The cubes are
easily recognized b ...[more]

66

Cuber, Modular & Stackable Ice Maker IM-240XNE This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice.Refrigerant: R404a The cubes are
easily recognised b ...[more]

67

Cuber, Modular & Stackable IM-240XWNE-32 This stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice.Refrigerant: R404a Medium large
cube ice, modular, 240kg p ...[more]

68

Cuber, Self Contained Ice Maker IM-240NE-23 This self-contained cube ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice.Refrigerant: R404a The cubes are
easily recognised by its ...[more]

69

Cuber, Self Contained Ice Maker IM-100NE This self-contained cube ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice.Refrigerant: R404a The cubes are
easily recognised by its pr ...[more]

73

Snowflake Refrigerator SUR-65BH-C Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered to perform in demanding environments, giving
youpeace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters offer qualitycooling for your fresh produce. With
a smart interior and exterior des ...[more]

74

TCuber, Modular & Stackable IM-240XNE-23 his stackable modular ice maker is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with
hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh water, ensuring only the highest quality of ice.Refrigerant: R404a The cubes are
easily recognised by its p ...[more]

75

Storage Bin B-501SA The B-501SA is a storage Bins that configures perfectly with Hoshizaki Ice makers to ensure ample quantities of
ice at all times. Ice Storage Bin, approximately 165kg bin capacity, maximum 210kg, polyurethane interior, stainless steel exterior with
galvanized rear, adjusta ...[more]

76

Storage Bin B-501SA The B-501SA is a storage Bins that configures perfectly with Hoshizaki Ice makers to ensure ample quantities of
ice at all times. Ice Storage Bin, approximately 165kg bin capacity, maximum 210kg, polyurethane interior, stainless steel exterior with
galvanized rear, adjusta ...[more]

77

Ice & Water Dispenser DCM-230HE-UK The DCM-230HE is an ice/water dispenser that can produce the following combinations:
cubelet ice, cubelet ice and water or dispense only water. Ice Dispenser, cubelet ice, (push button) 230kg production/24hr., 18kg bin
capacity, stainless steel, air-cooled ...[more]

78

Compact Refrigerator K210 RG 3N Equipped with right hand hinged reversible door with lock and 3 grey shelves. Reached working
temperature. Left hand side: in good condition. Rear: In good condition, comes with power cable. Right hand side: In good condition.
Front & Top: In good condition ...[more]

79

Eco Midi Refrigerator K82 RAG 4N Eco Midi 82 cabinets combine stylish design with high functionality and low energy consumption.
Eco Midi 82 is suitable for the 2/1 GN wide GN system where two 1/1 GN pans can be placed side by side on each shelf. Interior and
data plate: locked unable to ope ...[more]

80

Hydro Carbon Chest Freezer CF 53 S UK Equipped with lift up stainless lid, handle and lock, defrost water drain complete with 3 wire
baskets. Rear panel and data plate: no damage - unable to do test due to fluid leak. Interior: no damage. Top panel: no damage. Front
panel: no damage. Right si ...[more]

81

Combi Twin Refrigerator KK82 CCG C1 4S Combine 2 temperature ranges in one cabinet. The Combi-cabinet from Gram offers you the
ultimate in food storage flexibility, minimises space requirements and may save you the purchase cost of an extra cabinet. Front: in
good condition. Interior: In good ...[more]

82

Compact Refrigerator K410 LG C 6W Compact Refrigerator, reach-in, one-section, 346 litre, electronic controller, +2° to +12° C
temperature range, automatic defrost, solid right hinged reversible door with lock, (6) white shelves, ABS white interior, white exterior,
125 mm castors, rear mounted s ...[more]

83

Compact Refrigertor K310 LG L1 4W Left side panel: minor scratches on panel, scratches on front edgeRight side panel: small
scratches Model/Serial No: 10086518 Location: Milton Keynes Viewing: By appointment only Collection: PLEASE NOTE: DELIVERY IS
AVAILABLE FOR AN EX ...[more]

84

Compact Refrigerator K410 RG C6N Compact Refrigerator, reach-in, one-section Front panel : no damage. Left side: no damage. Top
panel: damage to top left edge. Left side panel: damage to top right edge. Rear panel: no damage. Interior: no damage. Model/Serial
No: 10276474 Location ...[more]

85

Chest Freezer CF41 SX LE UK Equipped with lift up stainless lid, handle and lock, defrost water drain complete with 4 wire
baskets.Volume Gross:360 Ltr. Dimensions including handle & hinges:1500 x 730 x 865mmExterior / Interior: White hammered
aluminium Rear: scratched/dented. Left hand ...[more]

86

Compact Refrigerator KG 410 LG C 6W Compact Refrigerator, reach-in, one-section, 346 litre, electronic controller. Interior and data
plate: no damage. Right side panel: no damage. Rear panel: no damage. Left side panel: scratches on left side. Front door: no damage.
Model/Serial No: 1 ...[more]

87

Dispenser, Ice & Water DCM-230HE-UK Ice Dispenser, cubelet ice, (push button) 230kg production/24hr., 18kg bin capacity, stainless
steel, air-cooled bottom mount unit, 220-240v/50/1-ph, .815kWRefrigerant: R404a Front panel is loose. Left side panel: no damage.
Back panel: small dents in ...[more]

88

Ice Maker with bin IM-240NE-HC Large cube ice, 210kg production/24hrs, 110kg bin capacity, stainless steel exterior, air-cooled unit,
R290 Hydrocarbon refrigerant, 220-240v/50/1-ph, .930kW, CE Damage to top, retaining screws missing, dents on right/left hand side.
Front top panel: dents on le ...[more]

89

Chest Freezer CF 45 S UK CF Commercial Chest Freezer, 447 litre, stainless steel lift-up lid with handle & lock, -22° to -11° C
temperature range, defrost water drain, (2) wire baskets, hammered aluminium interior, white exterior, R134a refrigerant, 230v/50/1-ph,
146 watts, MEPS C Reached ...[more]

90

Crescent Ice Maker KM-515MAH-E This modular ice maker produces clear, crescent shaped ice that is extremely versatile. It includes a
double-sided stainless steel evaporator, which requires fewer cycles to produce a full bin of ice, thereby reducing energy consumption.
The CycleSaver® design allo ...[more]

91

Gastro 07 Refrigerated Prep Counter K1807 CSH PT DL/DL/DR C2 Three-section, 1726 mm wide, 506 ltr., 1/1 GN, stainless steel top
with raised pan rail & lift off lid, (3) solid stainless steel doors hinged left/left/right with (2) stainless steel shelves each section, digital
controller, +2° t ...[more]

92

Chest Freezer CF45 S UK 447 litre, stainless steel lift-up lid with handle & lock, 2 x wire baskets, hammered aluminium interior, white
exterior, R134a refrigerant. Rear panel and data plate: scractches and dents. Scratches to back panel. Dents in back panel. Top panel:
minor scratches. ...[more]

93

Chest Freezer CF53 S UK CF Commercial Chest Freezer, 527 litre, stainless steel lift-up lid with handle & lock, -22° to -11° C
temperature range, defrost water drain, (3) wire baskets, hammered aluminium interior, white exterior, R134a refrigerant, 230v/50/1-ph,
211 watts, MEPS C Data pla ...[more]

94

Sushi Case HNC-210BE-R-B This sushi case is made for the delicate way that sushi and its fresh ingredients are supposed to be
handled. The eye-catching rounded glass window makes it an attractive display of the fresh ingredients that are used. The cooling
system gives it the qualitative supp ...[more]

95

Compact Undercounter Freezer F210 LG 3W LC 820 Lower height Compact 210 models are designed to fit under worktops in
commercial workplaces. With their width of 60cm, depth of 64cm and height of just 83cm, these cabinets are ideal for building in
beneath worktops. Undercounter, one-section, 12 ...[more]

96

Snowflake Refrigerator Counter K1205 RGA 3D/DR C2 U The range of Snowflake counters comprises of 1/1 gastronorm counters,
available as a refrigerator with an extended temperature range. Our counters are carefully designed to ensure the optimal circulation of
air at all times. Refrigerated air ...[more]

97

Chest Freezer Imperial CSG 22 Equipped with lift up stainless lid, handle and lock, defrost water drain. Temperature Range: -22 / -14°C
Model/Serial No: 49490823 Location: Milton Keynes Viewing: By appointment only Collection: PLEASE NOTE: DELIVERY IS
AVAILABLE FOR ...[more]

98

Compact Undercounter Freezer F210 LH 3W Equipped with right hand hinged reversible door with lock and 3 white shelves. Onesection, 125 litre, electronic controller, -22° to -5° C temperature range, automatic defrost, right hand hinged reversible door with lock,
ABS white interior & white ...[more]

99

Snowflake Blast Chiller / Freezer SKF 20 SKF brings the core temperature of cooked food through the high risk temperature range
between +70°C and +10°C as fast as possible. Taste and appearance are maintained while vitaminsand natural goodness are
preserved. Durable stainless steel constructio ...[more]

100

Gastro Refrigerator K 1407 CSH A DL DR C2 U The K1407 is a 2 door counter. The GASTRO 07 series is 1/1 GN refrigerated and
freezer counters that can be used as an island suite, or be placed against a wall or, if necessary, under an existing worktop.
Model/Serial No: 10242418 Locati ...[more]

101

Snowflake Refrigerator SUR-65BH-C Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered to perform in demanding environments, giving
youpeace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters offer qualitycooling for your fresh produce. With
a smart interior and exterior des ...[more]

102

SCR-130BHRC-LR-C Reliable, durable and affordable. Snowflake GII Refrigeration is engineered to perform in demanding
environments, giving you peace of mind. With a smart interior and exterior design, our cabinets and counters offer quality cooling for
your fresh produce. Model/Serial No ...[more]

103

Cuber, Modular Ice Maker IM-240ANE-HC This modular cube ice maker uses Natural Refrigerant R290, which is environmentally
friendly and energy efficient. It is part of a unique range of cubers; designed with hygiene as a priority. Each ice cycle is made with fresh
water ensuring the highest qu ...[more]
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Storage Bin B-301SA The B-301SA storage bin configures perfectly with Hoshizaki Ice makers to ensure ample quantities of ice at all
times. Foamed in place insulation, ensures low melt rate ice storage. The stainless steel exterior provides long lasting attractive
appearance. Easy to clean wit ...[more]
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Crescent Ice Maker KM-35A This compact self-contained ice maker produces clear, crescent shaped ice that is extremely versatile. The
use of crescent shaped ice extends from the splash-free serving of post mix soft drinks through to diverse applications such as fish
transportation, bottle and fis ...[more]

